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There’s no more prevalent bug on the water than the venerable Baetis, aka 
Blue Winged Olive. It hatches most of the year with the right conditions (cold, 
cloudy, rainy, snowy) and can generate epic hatches. It’s very satisfying to 
carefully feed this little bug into a feeding lane and watch as the fish sips in 
your offering.  
 
The operative word here is “little” and therefore the creation of this pattern.  
With fall upon us the saying goes that “fall is small” which definitely applies to 
Baetis. Effective patterns need to be # 22 or even #24 to fool fish and good 
luck seeing them. This pattern, developed by Bucky McCormack of Blue 
Ribbon Flies enhances visibility via a post incorporated into the thorax. Tying 
this bug is straight forward with the only significant challenge being its 
diminutive size.  For the photo I tied a #18 but for my fly box I tie nothing 
larger than a #20 for fall fishing.  
The materials are readily available and inexpensive – always a plus. 
 
Here’s the menu: 
Hook:  Tiemco 2488 #18 - #24 I really like this ring eye hook for small 
patterns. 
Thread: 8/0 Unithread, olive or olive dun 
Tail:  Gray zelon 
Abdomen: Tying thread 
Thorax: BWO dubbing (gray/olive) 
Post:  White, orange, black E. P. fibers or poly yarn 
Wings: Gray zelon 

 
Tying Instructions: 

 Attach thread and wrap back to the point over the hook barb. 

 Tie in a short, sparse tail of Zelon. For small bugs I like straight vs. crinkled 

Zelon 

 Wrap thread toward thorax creating a smooth abdomen. 

 At the wing position tie in the indicator yarn as if tying a spinner wing. Then 

bring split wings upright together and wrap thread at its base creating a 

post. Trim post to length.  



 Dub a small thorax without crowding the space between the post and eye. 

 Figure eight wrap a zelon wing as if tying a spinner wing just ahead of the 

thorax. Force the wing back into a delta shape with the tying thread. 

 If you still have a little space between the wing and hook eye add a small 

amount of dubbing to fill the space. If minimal space exists then just wrap 

thread to the eye and whip finish to complete the fly. 

 2 photos are included, one with an orange post and another with a black 

post, best for dark days. 

Good luck! 

 


